
Where innovation
comes to light
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CML Innovative Technologies
is a worldwide leader in innovative lighting solutions, 
especially dedicated to miniature lighting products.

Estimated Sales 2006 = $175 Million.

Locations worlwide = 11

Employees = 1350

The creation of CML Innovative Technologies 

is a result of regrouping SLI Miniature 

Lighting in Europe and Asia and Chicago 

Miniature Lamp in North America, 

under a common worldwide entity. 

Built on a long tradition of excellence in 

miniature lighting, the synergies now offered 

provide unrivalled opportunities to develop 

comprehensive and integrated solutions 

to our customers’ lighting requirements.

Our mission is to enhance customer support 

by providing the optimal technical and value 

solution for any given application.
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CML Innovative Technologies 
is focused solely on lighting sources and 

systems and is completely oriented

towards customer satisfaction.

CML Innovative Technologies reacts

promptly to and anticipates the needs

of every customer in every market.

A multidisciplinary approach is taken to 

ensure that each product meets or

exceeds critical requirements for light output, 

functional design, energy consumption and 

service life in every different market.

By combining global resources with 

local and specialized response,

CML Innovative Technologies addresses

customer needs precisely, completely

and cost-effectively.

Continually enhancing design and 

manufacturing technologies enables 

CML Innovative Technologies to offer 

its worldwide customer base an ever-wider 

range of products and services.

                            CML Innovative Technologies
                 answering customer’s needs in every market
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As a vertically integrated manufacturer, 

CML Innovative Technologies provides 

LED and incandescent light sources, 

complete lighting systems, battery 

terminals and customized solutions 

for all automotive applications needs.

           Automotive interior lighting  & exterior signaling,
        a modular approach by CML  Innovative Technologies

LIGHT SOURCES OVERHEAD SYSTEMS EXTERIOR SIGNALING TRUNK AREA

MIDDLE CONSOLE

DOOR PANEL

SIDE TURN SIGNALS/ PUDDLE LIGHTS

DASHBOARD

BATTERY TERMINALS
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                             CML Innovative   Technologies
a comprehensive range of   optoelectronic components

CML Innovative Technologies 

offers vertically integrated solutions across the full range of incandescent

neon and LED products together with sockets and light pipes. Based on each customer’s 

requirements, our light sources are supplied as components or modules.

AVIATION FLUORESCENT TUBES & LAMPS CIRCUIT BOARD INDICATORS ELECTRONIC LIGHT PIPES

a comprehensive range of   optoelectronic components

AVIATION FLUORESCENT TUBES & LAMPS MARINE LIGHTING RAILROAD LIGHTING

DISCRETE LEDS DOT MATRIX DISPLAYS LED LAMPS INDICATORS LED MODULES ARCILUMECOLD CATHODES

INDUSTRIAL LAMPSINDUSTRIAL LAMPS PROVROVRO ISION™

ARCILUME
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SO as to ever satisfy our customers and 

to exceed their requirements, CML Innovative 

Technologies focuses on innovation and 

developing new technologies. 

Listening to our customers allows us to 

continually improve our engineering

expertise and business practices.

Our engineering teams are focused on 

sustaining our customers competitive 

advantages through our use of emerging 

technologies and methods that provide savings, 

and improve designs and manufacturing 

fl exibility.

Looking to the future, CML Innovative 

Technologies is leading in innovative lighting 

solutions.

                             CML Innovative Technologies
      a combination of Technologies and Engineering Expertise
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                             CML Innovative Technologies, 
light through full in dustrial capabilities

From Research & Development,

initial design and raw material purchase

to high speed customized manufacturing

and worldwide distribution,

CML Innovative Technologies maintains total 

control over the entire process.

 CE approved.

VDA 6.1
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Americas

147 Central Avenue

Hackensack, NJ 07601 - USA

Tel: +1 201 489 89 89 - Fax: 1 201 489 69 11

america@cml-it.com

Europe 

12 rue du Barlot

B.P. 909 

F-25021 Besançon Cedex

Tel: + 33 (0)381 477 700 - Fax: + 33 (0)381 504 233

europe@cml-it.com

Request for information, please contact us: www.cml-it.com 
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